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Introduction
The Mauser 66 has always held a fascination for me as it is a rifle of superb build quality but more importantly it has a unique
telescopic short stroke bolt mechanism and interchangeable barrel system. However over the years I have held back from buying
one of these fine rifles, because it didn't fall into any of my shooting disciplines and therefore I didn't want to waste money on a

rifle that I may only be able to shot on the odd occasion. However retiring from my club as chairman closed one door and opened
up another and I can now shoot what ever rifle I like and as many times as I like. Therefore I started to keep my eyes open for a
potential candidate.

The S model is the most common on the UK market and currently seem to vary greatly in price depending on the seller, model and
condition. I have seen S models vary between £450  and £1250 with no obvious variation besides the seller. This a good indicator
that dealers are unsure of this rifles true value and therefore for any potential buyer it would pay to shop around. This model S in
.270 Win appeared at £550, in superb condition and therefore I wasted no time in acquiring it. If the rifle is in good condition, my
personal view of this rifles value in 2014 should be £500-£750.

History
The Mauser 66 and its design was a major departure from Mauser’s more traditional rifles. It was designed by Walter Gehmann
in the early 1960’s and the first prototype was exhibited at the IWA in Nurnburg in 1965 and was offered by Mauser commercially
in 1966 where it was marketed until 1971. The S model appears to be the most prolific but the rifle was offered in various models
including a Sniper version and Super Deluxe version which was richly engraved on both metal and woodwork and was made only
to special order.

General
The Mauser 66  weighs in at  9.0lbs with a scope and is 41.5” (105cm) in length and a fraction under 2.0” (5cm) at its widest point.
Due to the interchangeable barrel system the rifle is available in calibre related groups. Group 1: 5.6x57; .243Win; 6.5x57; 7x64;
30.06; .270Win;  .308Win & 9.3x62 Group 2: 9.3x64. Group 3: 6.5x68; 8x68S. Group 4: 7mm Rem Mag; 300Win mag; .375 H&H;
.458Win. The rifle is available in single or double trigger, with the double trigger appearing to be the most prolific in the UK.
Magazine is internal only but the rifles outward appearance is distinctly different with the rear sight/scope base sleeve on the
barrel, the forward location of the bolt handle and the large square appearance of the bolt and its carrier.

Receiver
The rifles receiver is one of the unique design features of this rifle and is one of the
major reasons for my interest. The reader may note that the receiver is extremely
compact, measuring only 5¼ ”  and this includes the magazine and trigger assemblies.
This design layout permits a rifle with a short overall length 41.5” but with reasonably
long barrel of 24.0”. However this rifle does not have a receiver as typically found on
traditional rifles such as the Remington 700 where the receiver supports the bolt,
magazine and trigger assembly. The Mauser 66 is very different and in effect does
away with the traditional receiver and relies on a series of interlocking sub assemblies
or modules. The central sub assembly, is in my opinion the magazine assembly, it
consists of a precision steel frame, attached to which is the magazine, the bolt slide
stop, barrel
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seating and the sear assembly. However this compactness comes at a cost which place a three round limit on the magazine and
whilst acceptable for a hunting rifle it is a unacceptable limitation in a sniper rifle. The barrel seating at the front of the assembly

provides precision bedding,
alignment  and quick release
for the barrel, it does not pro-
vide any load bearing. It is ab-
solutely essential the the
detachable barrel is seated per-
fectly every time it is removed
and replaced.

On the right side and at the rear is the bolt stop which when depressed allows the bolt and the bolt carrier to be removed for
cleaning. On the left side is the sear assembly, the plate that projects from the top of the magazine assembly is the sear and below
this is the sear release. When the firing pin is cocked on the the sear, pulling the trigger rotates the sear release and disengages
the bent, which in turn allows the sear to rotate and thus releases the firing pin.

The magazine unit  consists of the box, platform and spring and in this format, can be considered traditional, it is attached to the
frame and can be removed if repair or replacement is required. However with the sear and bolt stop assembly being attached to
its side, I have avoided stripping it down in fear of loosing irreplaceable parts. The whole assembly is one of quality, the steel frame
is precision ground to ensure alignment, all the associated parts are well made and well finished. The receiver secures to the stock
utilising two king screws, one at the rear and the other passing through the barrel seating and into the barrel.

Breech Block Assembly
The bolt assembly is unique and maybe best described as a telescopic design which
consists of the breech block or bolt , its carrier and the safety mechanism.

In the first image I have shown the breech block as a sub assembly rather than as specific
individual components. It is important to understand that only the bolt locking lugs and
their engagement into the corresponding locking recesses at the rear of the barrel
withstand the stresses of firing. Unlike tradition rifles such as the Springfield no stress is
transferred to the receiver. One comment that does come to mind with this design is the
lack of any safety lug which traditionally, is integral with the receiver. However the reader
may recall, modern military rifles such as the AR15, M18, SA80 have similar systems and
I have no knowledge of locking lug failure.

The bolts operating mechanism is fairly traditional. It uses a traditional twin lug locking
system and a plunger style ejector. The extractor is slightly unusual as it is substantial
spring loaded block which is allowed to raise and lower rather than pivot, when engaging
the rim of the cartridge. This extractor design is highly effective and utilises a minimum
of parts. The bolt handle is nicely blued and is integral with the bolt, lifting the handle
disengages the locking lugs and generates primary extraction moving the bolt back
approximately 4mm. Once the bolt is fully disengaged it is free to move rearward and in
theory it will move rearward for 2.0” (52mm) until the bolt handle strikes the rear of the
carrier. At this point the carrier will move rearward for 2.26” (57.4mm) until it hits the
carrier stop, hence my term telescopic action. In practice the bolt and carrier move
together until they strike their respective stops and at this point the bolt head is clear of
the magazine and the bolt may be driven forward, the bolt head strikes the rim of the
upper most cartridge and drives it forward up the feed ramp and into the chamber, once
in the chamber the cartridge aligns itself with the bolt face and the final act of closing the
bolt forces the extractor over the rim and locks the bolt. Unless the bolt handle is fully
depressed and the bolt fully locked, the firing pin cannot be released, thus creating
mechanical safety.
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This telescopic action is novel and clever design which it permits a short bolt, long barrel and a long magazine that will accommo-
date longer cartridges such as the 30.06 and all in a neat compact package. The rear of the bolt contains the rifles safety
mechanism which acts like a cross bolt or safety plunger. The safety catch can only be applied at one point in the bolt cycle and
that is with the firing pin cocked and the bolt closed. Applying the safety catch, locks both the bolt and the firing pin. There is a
small red disc on the safety catch, which when displayed indicates the rifle can be discharged, when the safety is applied, the red
disc cannot be seen and therefore the rifle is safe. Whilst this safety is simple and effective, at night and once the safety has been
applied the shooter is clearly aware the bolt handle is locked down and therefore the red disc is in my opinion fairly redundant and
more for show than practical use.

The firing pin and it operation is fairly standard, the principle difference is the cocking piece which is shaped like a plate and which
protrudes from the rear of the firing pin, passes through the carrier and engages the sear.

Although the two can be easily separated, the carrier is integral to the bolt. It primary purpose is to support the bolt during the its
cycle, however it also serves two secondary roles; as a bolt stop and as a guide to ensure precise alignment of the bolt with the
chamber and the locking lugs.

Trigger Assembly
The trigger assembly is manufactured as a one piece aluminium unit and
is black anodised. This model is a double set trigger and releases at
6.7lbs in single pull or 1.10lbs in double set mode. Other trigger units
which are also available are a single stage or a two stage hair trigger.
Whilst this trigger unit is unremarkable design wise, build quality is in
keeping with the rest of the rifle and is easily removed for maintenance
or servicing. My only minor comment is that this rifles build is one of
high quality and therefore I feel this assembly would be better if it was
manufactured from steel.

Barrel
Corrosion resistant, hammer forged, chromium molybdenum steel, which is 23.5” (600mm)long, 1.42”(36)mm at the chamber,
tapering to 0.56” (14.3mm) at the muzzle and is a typical lightweight sporting barrel although it is unusual in many respects.
Unusually for the UK, the muzzle has not been threaded for a moderator, therefore the rifle remains in its original format and  was
one of the principles reasons for purchasing this particular rifle.  From the design standpoint, the interchangeable barrel is another
module in the rifles construction.  The barrel has an integral sight base, I use the word sight base deliberately as it is designed to

accommodate both the rearsight and
the front ring for a scope. Directly be-
low the sight base is a positioning lug
which fits into a matching recess in the
stock and which one of the two king
screws passes through and secures
the barrel to the stock.  This position-
ing lug is crucial as it guarantees preci-
sion and consistent alignment of the
barrel in the stock.
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To the rear of the position lug is the recoil lug which engages with the corre-
sponding recess in the stock and transfers the lions share of recoil energy into
the stock and in turn into the firer.

Behind the recoil lug is the chamber ring and at the 6 o'clock position is the
thread for the second king screw. This is another interesting part of the rifles
design. Traditional rifles tend to have both king screws in the receiver with one
in the tang and the other in or around the recoil lug. With both screws passing
through into the stock, no energy is transferred into the receiver. Having said
that the second king screw also serves to  secure the barrel into the receivers
barrel seating.

Moving to the top of the chamber ring is two threads which accommodate the
rear mounting block for the scope. This method of mounting the scope only on the barrel, permits the interchangeability of the
barrel without the lost of the scopes zero, however it also requires pivot or claw mounts so the scope can also be interchanged
between barrels. Frankly it all seems a bit much and all to easy to loose your zero, therefore although a more expensive option I
would prefer each barrel to have its own scope, however more about that later.

The barrel crown is a standard round type but  as can be seen in the image to the right is
enlarged and increases the barrel diameter to 0.62” (15.7mm). Why this is, I am unsure.

Iron sights
This rifle is fitted with standard iron sights but unfortunately my rearsight's are missing. The
rearsight clamps onto the barrel sight base and is adjustable for windage and elevation. The
foresight is a ramp, hood and fixed blade.

Wood work
The stock is standard walnut with fine checkering to the pistol grip and forend, rosewood
trimmings on the forend, pistol grip cap and a rubber recoil pad. From an Armourers prospective the stock plays a crucial role in
the rifles assembly and therefore should be classed as another module.

As can be seen from the image below the machine work in the stock is very precise and is crucial to the modular concept. There
are three key bearing points each with its own hole for the corresponding king screw. Each bearing point provides a metal to metal
mating surface.  Starting from the butt, the rear most screw is pillar bedded and supports the rear of the receiver, the centre
bearing point is a plate glued into place and seated at the correct height to ensure the receiver is square to the barrel. The front
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bearing plate is brass and is screwed into place. Again its height is crucial to guarantee barrel/receiver alignment and also to ensure
the barrel is free floating from that point onwards. Although this arrangement is crucial to the rifles design, I cant help feeling it is

overly complicated.

Wood to metal fit is good as
one would expect for a gun of
this quality. Unlike most rifles
the action/barrel is secured
using hex socket cap screws
and a novel point is the use of
socket caps to keep out the
moisture and to improve the

cosmetics. The pistol grip is embedded with a small plate displaying Mauser “Original” logo and the butt is fitted with a fairly
substantial butt pad with cushioning pockets. The rifle is offered in a number of calibres which coupled with a fairly light gun can
produce some significant recoil. As part of the rebuild, I did some load development and shot 50rds consecutively and walked away
with an aching shoulder which lasted a number of days, therefore a good butt pad to soak up the recoil is in my opinion, essential
with the more potent cartridges.

Original and replacement scope base
When I purchased the rifle there was already a scope base fitted, it was of good quality but was a bespoke design and unusually
only accepted rings with a 16mm base, which limited me to CZ high mounts. The combination of the base and the high mounts

made the scope sit overly high and regardless of my
endeavours I could not find any suitable low rings
that would assist in reducing the scopes height.

Unable to reduce the scopes height, I decided to
manufacture my own rail using a weaver  blank from
Recknagel. The middle image  shows the blank fitted
prior to cutting to length and bluing. Recknagel man-
ufacture good bases and rings, so I took the opportu-
nity to purchased a set of 1” low rings at the same
time and felt this combination, coupled with a 6x40
Schmidt & Bender complimented the rifle well.

Range Test
My interest is predominately in classic military cali-
bres and the hunting of small prey with rimfire am-
munition, therefore this was my first encounter of
the .270 Winchester cartridge. As a result I was keen
to ascertain the performance of both the rifle and
the calibre.

Based on a necked down 30.06 cartridge, my re-
search indicated that the .270 was an accurate
round but its use is restricted to hunting rifles and I
have no knowledge of the cartridge ever being suc-
cessfully chambered for service or target rifles. Con-
sequently most bullets available for reloading are
limited to the expanding type with one exception,
the Sierra 135gr HPBT Match.

I’m not about to dwell on the subject but I am always
curious as to why some ammunition types are cornered into one particular discipline such as the .243 Winchester, while other
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 Cartridges such as the venerable .308 Winchester has been very successful in most disciplines.  In Europe and around the same
time as the 30.06, the 8x57mm and its smaller cousin 7x57mm was successful as both military and hunting cartridges, therefore
on the “other side of the pond” with the 30.06 succeeding as a military, hunting and target round why did the .270 not enjoy a
similar success.

However enough dwelling, as my reloading dies, brass and bullets had not arrived,
my first range test used factory PPU ammunition with 130gr softpoint bullets and
a Redfield 3-9x40 scope. Distance was 100yrds shooting from a rest and off the
bench.

Best group of the day was 1.3” (35mm) as shown and quite frankly was a disap-
pointment. Recoil was reasonably heavy, although I was accustomed to shooting
my Springfield 1903A4 in 30.06, the Mauser was more pleasant to shoot, there-
fore I didn't think it was recoil and operator related. The Mauser is in immaculate
condition but the barrel is a light sporter and having no previous experience of this
rifle type/configuration I was considering that this may be the limit of the rifles
performance. However I doubt that is the case as I’ve never known a Mauser in
good condition to be any thing but accurate. The final option and one which I felt
was the principle factor governing the group was the PPU brand, like most things
in life “you get what you pay for” and whilst in the UK the PPU brand is cheap and

plentiful it has a limitations in terms of accuracy. If I wanted to test this rifle to the max I would have to wait until I can test the
rifle with more accurate ammunition.

My second range test was a load development exercise using the 135gr HPBT match round. Using Vihtavouri N165, I assemble ten
strings of five starting at 54 and extending up to 58.5 grns as shown above. Using the same test format as before I shot 50rds at
60yrds with the following results.

With an average spread of 23fps, the 57.5grns load appeared most suitable for this rifle. It also produced the best group of the day
with all five rounds touching at 0.67” (17mm) which
was far more impressive than the previous 35mm.

Since the second range test I have stripped, serviced
and fitted the new base, rings and scope to the rifle
and now look forward to zeroing the rifle at 100yrds
and re-confirming the above group.

String Grains Low Vel High Vel Spread Avg Vel Stand Dev

1 54 2500 2619 119 2576 45

2 54.5 2602 2648 46 2628 18

3 55 2639 2700 61 2667 28

4 55.5 2700 2736 36 2717 14

5 56 2732 2764 32 2745 11

6 56.5 2761 2800 39 2781 16

7 57 2810 2837 27 2825 10

8 57.5 2850 2873 23 2862 9

9 58 2881 2913 32 2898 12

10 58.5 2912 2940 28 2928 12
Average 44.3
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Summary
I have owned many classic military and rimfire Mauser's but this is my first “modern” Mauser centre fire rifle. I purchased the rifle
because of its unique design but in doing so have also achieved a number of other firsts in the form of its hunting configuration
and the .270 calibre. Like all Mauser’s this rifle is extremely well made but is is also the most sophisticated design that I have

encountered. Its modular and telescopic bolt design was cer-
tainly unique in the 1960’s, although I am now seeing a resur-
gence in expensive hunting rifles using this modular concept.
Personally I am not sold on the interchangeable barrel which
usually dictates this modular design requirement, it supports a
very niche market but having said that, there must be a suffi-
cient market to support these rifles otherwise the companies
would not manufacture them.

I enjoy shooting the Mauser 66 and particularly like the novel design, cycling the bolt is
particularly smooth and the double set trigger system provides a light release. Recoil of
the .270 Winchester in this sporter configuration is noticeable but not unpleasant, with
hunters typically only shooting one or two rounds and then with potentially hours
between engagements, the recoil is perfectly acceptable. However shooting the fifty
rounds for load development was an exception but it did produce an aching shoulder that
lasted a number of days, therefore I think shooting magnum calibres would be rather
interesting.

Besides fitting a new scope, base, rings and servicing the rifle, the rifles condition was
good enough that I decided not to restore the woodwork. The new base and rings
permitted a lower scope profile and thus a better cheek position. My final range test was
a repeat of the previous tests with the exception that it was now shot at 100yrds and with the 135 Sierra Match kings. Having
zeroed the rifle my best group of the day was 21mm which matched the previous test and in my opinion  very good group
considering a relatively light rifle/barrel combination and the powerful .270 cartridge.

This also answered my question about the .270 being a unsuccessful target round. It deliveries sufficient energy to accurately
dispatch big game but that same energy is unnecessary for the target shooter, who can achieve more accurate results at longer
ranges with cartridges that delivers less recoil.
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